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Event name: Session 3: RBAC and Security Baselines 

Date: 11 January 2021

Location: Online Webinar

Start / end time: 11:00 – 11:45

Attendees: 
NHSmail Intune Team and LAs from 
January onboarding organisations 

Objectives & 
purpose: 

To provide an overview of the NHSmail
Intune solution and explain RBAC 
permissions and the security baselines. 

End goal: 
Organisations onboarding in January feel 
more informed about NHSmail Intune 
and understand any actions required to 
begin enrolling devices.

Housekeeping

• As this is a webinar, all attendees, other than the presenters will be on mute during the 
event. 

• There will be a question and answer section at the end of the session, time permitting. If 
you wish to ask a question during one of these, please raise your hand. Alternatively, 
please ask your question using the chat functionality. 

• Any questions submitted in the chat which we don’t have time to answer in the session 
will be answered via follow-up email after the session where appropriate. 



An overview of the NHSmail Intune upskilling series, created to support organisations to onboard to NHSmail Intune  

17 sessions over 4 
weeks  

All sessions are 
optional 

Recordings and 
session materials 
available  

Suggested further 
reading & resources 

Supported upskilling 

January organisations can register to attend any of these sessions by signing up on the January 2022 NHSmail Intune Upskilling page.  

Upskilling Series | Sessions  

https://support.nhs.net/knowledge-base/nhsmail-intune-upskilling/
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Overview

• As a result of organisations having the opportunity to purchase EMS E3 and AADP2 
licenses, Intune for Mobile Device Management (MDM) capabilities have been enabled, 
in a way that supports the shared NHSmail tenant multi-organisation model.

• The NHSmail Intune Service is a supported live service with the onboarding of 
organisations proceeding in a phased manner.

• An upskilling series will be running each month to provide onboarding organisations 
with the knowledge to be able to begin rolling out NHSmail Intune across their device 
estates. 

• Session 3 will focus on providing an overview of the Role Based Access Controls (RBAC) 
within NHSmail Intune, explain centrally configured security baselines, which policies 
have been ‘pencilled-in’ and outline how to plan in such a way as to avoid policy 
conflicts. 

Objectives of this session

• Provide a high-level overview of the NHSmail Intune Solution

• Explain RBAC permissions and the security baselines which have been set centrally 

• Go through common policy conflicts so these can be avoided 

• Answer any questions 

Session 3

Overview & 
Objectives

RBAC & 
Security Baselines
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RBAC and Security Baselines | NHSmail lntune Solution

• The NHSmail Intune solution builds upon existing infrastructure to provide 
a seamless experience for LAs and end users.

• The solution leverages existing NHSmail Azure capabilities, including 
Azure AD (AAD), Intune and Microsoft Defender for Endpoint (MDE).

• NHSmail Intune offers centralised device management of technology 
platforms (Windows 10, Apple iOS/iPadOS, HoloLens 2 and Android OS).

• The solution offers devolved powers and rights between NHS Digital and 
individual orgs.

• A ‘standardised NHSmail baseline’ is defined globally across the NHSmail
Intune platform. This refers to a set of standardised apps, settings and 
policies configured and deployed for each technology platform. For 
Windows 10 there is a centralised Security Baseline policy which is 
enforced to all Windows 10 'Cloud' devices enrolled into Intune. There are 
also “pencilled-in”, customise-able baselines available for all device types.

• Although centrally managed, an Intune Role Based Access Control (RBAC) 
model enables LAs to maintain control over their organisation's devices.

• The NHSmail Intune service will enable organisations to Co-Manage 
devices with SCCM and Intune as well as connect on-premises Certificate 
Issuing services for VPNs, Wifi, etc.

• A hybrid-join experience for Windows 10 will be available soon. 

Coming soon

The NHSmail Intune solution builds upon existing infrastructure to provide a seamless experience for LAs and end users



Overview of what RBAC permissions are, who is granted them, what the permissions allows LAs to do and why they are important for NHSmail Intune 

WHAT ARE ROLE BASED ACCESS CONTROL (RBAC) PERMISSIONS?
• Role Based Access Control (RBAC) permissions provides LAs with the ability to administer configuration items within NHSmail Intune, including devices, Groups, 

applications and policies. 

• Any LA trying to enrol and manage an organisation’s devices within NHSmail Intune, who does not have the correct RBAC permissions, will be unable to complete 

most basic enrolment and device management tasks. 

WHO IS GRANTED RBAC PERMISSIONS WHEN AN ORG. ONBOARDS?
• When completing the Onboarding Request Form, organisations were asked to confirm which LAs from their organisation would need to be assigned custom RBAC 

permissions. These LAs were provided with RBAC permissions during the technical onboarding process. 

• Organisations can request for additional LAs to be provided with RBAC permissions by raising a Service Request at any time. There is no limit to the number of LAs 

who can be given RBAC permissions at an organisation. 

WHAT CAN LAS WITH RBAC PERMISSIONS DO?
• Custom RBAC permissions on Intune allow LAs to complete all required device enrolment and device management tasks for iOS/iPad OS, Android, Windows 10 

(and later) and HoloLens 2 devices. 

• LAs can view specific details of these RBAC permissions via the Intune Portal. These are set centrally, and additional permissions can’t be added. 

• Although Group creation and management tasks on NHSmail Intune need to completed via the Security Group Management Application, the RBAC permissions 

provided to LAs at onboarded organisations also permit the ability to complete all Group creation and management tasks via that custom application. 

RBAC and Security Baselines | RBAC Overview 

WHY ARE RBAC PERMISSIONS IMPORTANT TO NHSMAIL INTUNE?
• The custom roles provided to nominated LAs at onboarded organisations allow LAs at different organisations to administer the management of their device estate 

in isolation from other organisations, despite all onboarded organisations using a shared Intune tenant. 
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NHSmail Intune RBAC
Baseline Policies and Delegated Policies  

Intune will be configured to provide a core set of 
centrally managed Windows 10 Security Baselines. 
Organisations will be able to view these settings 
via the Intune Portal but will not be able to change 
them. On top of these baselines, there are 
“pencilled-in” policies and settings which can be 
changed by LAs.

Local Administrators at onboarded organisations 
will be able to set up their own Groups, Policies, 
Profiles and Apps on top of the centrally managed 
settings ensuring a high degree of customisation, 
oversight and local autonomy.

The NHSmail Intune solution includes baseline settings which individual organisations can apply policies and settings on top of 

*Coming soon

RBAC and Security Baselines | RBAC Overview 
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NHSmail Intune enables LAs to administer their configuration items in isolation from other organisations’. This includes administering their own devices, policies, 
and apps via Intune. It is important that any changes made by an LA only affect the devices and users within their organisation. To facilitate this requirement, NHSmail Intune has 
a robust RBAC model to provide general-purpose roles for every day admin tasks, as well as custom roles provided for a more fine-grained approach to permission management.

TENANT-WIDE CONFIGURATIONS
➢ MDM Authority
➢ Apple MDM Push Certificate
➢ Manage Google Play account
➢ Android Enterprise – corporate owned fully managed 

enrolment
➢ Android Enterprise – Enrolment Profiles 
➢ Device Clean-up rules
➢ Conditional Access – requires AAD permissions

CENTRAL NHSMAIL 

CONFIGURATIONS
➢ Intune Company Portal - Branding and customisation
➢ Custom notifications
➢ RBAC and Scope Tags (Provided to LAs)
➢ Windows 10 Security Baselines
➢ Android Enterprise – Corporate Owned Dedicated 

Device

LOCAL ADMIN CONFIGURATIONS
➢ Apple Automated Device enrolment
➢ Autopilot deployment profiles
➢ Device & App management
➢ Device compliance policies
➢ Device & App configuration profiles
➢ Apple VPP tokens & iOS app provisioning profiles
➢ Terms of use 
➢ Update policies for iOS/iPadOS

Set by central NHSmail IT Admins Set by central NHSmail IT Admins Delegated to organisations’ Local Admins  

RBAC and Security Baselines | Configuration Items
NHSmail Intune allows segregation of overarching configuration settings into two distinct categories; settings that are ‘tenant-wide’  and settings that can be 
delegated to LAs (via Roles). The settings delegated to LAs are limited in scope to ensure that they only affect the devices and settings a LA is assigned to 



RBAC and Security Baselines | Policy Conflicts
Planning is important to minimise the potential rework associated with setting up conflicting policies when configuring devices 

LAs will be able to see 
any conflicts across 
policies in the 
monitoring section of 
the Intune Portal. 
Conflicts may also 
show up on the policy 
itself if relevant. 

LAs can click on the conflict to find out more about the specific 

details of the conflict including the profiles involved, in order to 

then rectify the issue.

In order to avoid the frustration of setting conflicting policies and the rework 
required to identify these and reconfigure them, it is recommended that LAs at 
onboarded organisations bear the following in mind: 

SPOTTING CONFLICTS RECOMMENDATIONS 

1
It is advised that organisations have their own high-level design for 
their policies to ensure that all policies will meet requirements and 
can operate alongside one another.

2
Organisations should not begin pushing policies to their devices 
until there has been some planning of policies. 

• RBAC permissions allow LAs to configure their devices as required, but it is recommended that planning is completed prior to 
configuration to avoid policy profile conflicts. 

• For example, if your organisation needs to set a compliance policy that requires passwords to be 6 characters or longer but your 
organisation also set a device restriction policy which requires an 8 character password or longer to reset devices, these policies will 
conflict and neither will be successfully applied to the target devices. 

• The most likely policies to have conflicts are apps, compliance policies and especially, configuration profiles.

✓ A full list of recommended policy settings is available as part of the Operations Guide for Local Administrators and Onboarding Managers.   

https://support.nhs.net/knowledge-base/guidance-material/


THANK YOU


